The Prevost Difference

Our pursuit of superior quality
...it’s an expectation

...an attitude
We believe that owning a converted Prevost means being part of a special family, and that we must ensure that every Prevost is worthy of its place in The Ultimate Class.

...a process
We are an ISO 9001:2008 registered organization, and embrace the philosophy of continuous improvement.

...an approach
We believe in the strength of enduring craftsmanship, because we are focused on the idea that our products touch over many years and miles.

...a way of life
Our values are simple: an uncompromising commitment to quality and excellence, a dedication to safety and sustainability in every aspect of our business.

...a standard
We take pride in our relationships with our converter partners, who are the absolute key in creating designs that accommodate amenities.

Prevost: The Ultimate Class for Conversion

The difference is evident in every vehicle we build, and speaks to more than eight decades of industry leadership.

Over the years, our inspiration and experience have kept us on the cutting edge of design and technology. Our passion for creating The Ultimate Class begins at the design stage, extends through manufacturing, and culminates in our Prevost Parts and Service Centers.

Prevost manufactures integrated chassis and body structures. This provides the strongest, safest and most durable foundations in the industry. Prevost conversion vehicles are the benchmark for structural integrity, durability, reliability, safety, environmental care, and driving pleasure.

We create vehicles to the specifications developed in collaboration with our converter partners and the end customer. Then our converter partners provide custom interiors, designed to meet the specific needs and desires of each individual client.

The result can be a private luxury motorhome, transportation in comfort and style for an entertainer, the artists and crew; a mobile marketing vehicle; a mobile clinic; a haven for corporate executive meetings, travel and entertainment; or political campaign transportation. Whatever the end purpose, Prevost creates the ultimate in specialty vehicles.
Cabinet-maker Eugene Prevost created his first wooden coach body in 1924. Since that modest beginning, Prevost’s legacy of fine craftsmanship and superior quality has been passed from generation to generation. Over the years, our ingenuity and expertise have kept us on the cutting edge of design and technology.

A Relentless Quest for Innovation and Improvement

We are continually researching and refining the characteristics that make Prevost the benchmark for quality, durability, safety, performance, and comfort. This relentless quest for innovation and improvement has led to breakthroughs that contribute to Prevost’s legacy of innovation. These include:

- Integrated chassis: This integral chassis-body structure provides the strongest, safest and most durable foundations in the conversion industry.
- Stainless steel structure: The stainless steel assembly provides optimal structural integrity, longevity, and resistance to flex and deformation stresses.
- Frameless windows: Prevost customized, frameless windows provide a sleek exterior look and abundant natural light that contribute to the expansive feel of Prevost interiors.
- Factory-installed slide-outs/floorplans: Prevost factory slide-outs are fully-flush with the vehicle’s exterior and imperceptible when retracted. When deployed, they add more interior living space and form a natural extension of living space.
- The Prevost-Patented Beam: This structural innovation adds strength to accommodate more weight, greater floorspace and more slides without reducing cargo space.

The Prevost-Patented Beam: This structural innovation adds strength to accommodate more weight, greater floorspace and more slides without reducing cargo space.

People With Confidence, Pride and Enthusiasm

Visitors to our manufacturing facility are struck by the calm confidence and refreshingly unaffected personalities of the people. They are gracious, welcoming, and happy to explain with enthusiasm how they contribute to creating the finest conversion vehicles in the world.

These exceptional innovators and craftsmen take enormous personal pride in the quality of their work— a sense of responsibility that ultimately extends to their customers, families and community.

The Strength and Values of Volvo

Prevost is a company within the Volvo Group. This means we have access to the financial strength, product development capabilities, and quality manufacturing technology of one of the world’s largest producers of heavy-duty diesel engines, and second-largest motorcoach and transit bus manufacturing group.

Volvo recognizes a clear responsibility to reduce the environmental impact of its products, and safety has been a guiding principle since the company was founded in 1924. Prevost embraces Volvo’s core values in manufacturing quality, safety, and environmental care.

A Heritage of Quality, Excellence and Innovation

“Prevost always tries to be avant garde and better than the rest, with better technology. We want to be a cut above... we exceed the standards.” Marco Huelva, production trainer, over 16 years with Prevost
Our founder, Eugene Prevost, was a master craftsman who insisted on the finest workmanship. That commitment to quality has evolved with the times over the years, but today the passion is the same. It is revealed in our focus on continuous improvement, our dedication to sustainability, and in the lasting bonds we forge with our customers, colleagues, and community.

We always have, and always will, do things that others will not or cannot do in our pursuit of excellence. It is ingrained in our processes, methods and ethics at every step from concept to customer, and throughout the service lives of our vehicles.

Manufacturing
Product quality starts with assembly, and our “zero-tolerance assembly” jig is a striking demonstration. Its precision in calibration maintains perfect alignment and position while each piece of the stainless steel structure is being welded. This innovative approach ensures that the vehicle has maximum resistance to stress and deformation. The resulting structural integrity means every Prevost delivers comfort and performance that stands the test of time.

Production System
Système de Production Prévost (SPP) is our lean manufacturing production system, introduced at Prevost in 1995. It is based on Toyota’s world-renowned process, using such well-known tools as Kaizen, 5S and process mapping.

SPP taps the intellects of our employees, and incorporates into the improvement process the lessons learned from their skills, knowledge and experience. With SPP, Prevost has become much more efficient in all areas. Our products, and ultimately our customers, benefit from the continuously improving quality of everything we do.

Exclusive Paint/Process
More than just protecting the exterior from weather and road grime, Prevost finishes enable the exterior of your vehicle to project its own personality. Custom designs show your style, and with Prevost’s exclusive paint process, owners can create a unique, matte effect that gives your conversion vehicle a striking look with an unparalleled glass-like finish.

Sustainability
Every aspect of our operations – from manufacturing and testing processes to our Parts and Service Centers – is designed to minimize impact on the environment. As an ISO 14001:2004 certified manufacturer, our processes are documented and implemented with environmental protection in mind.

As part of the Volvo Group, we regularly incorporate new, environmentally friendly technologies into our products. With the introduction of the 2010 Volvo D13 engine, Prevost exceeds the EPA emissions standards while improving fuel economy.

Certifications
Our meticulous attention to quality has earned our manufacturing and after-sales operations the prestigious ISO 9001:2008 certification. This certification is a testament to our documented and consistent quality initiatives. Our focus on environmental care brought us ISO 14001 certification in 1998.

“Prevost places a lot of importance on ongoing improvement, even if it’s difficult and not the easy path. This requires effort and sacrifice on the part of employees – we have to do what’s best.”

Rene Arsenault, trainer, over 15 years with Prevost

Quality: Our Pursuit of Excellence
Design and manufacturing expertise result in quality that ensures miles of worry-free enjoyment and low overall ownership cost. Like Prevost luxury highway touring coaches, Prevost conversion coaches are designed to withstand the rigors of commercial applications.

**Built to Stand the Test of Time**

Heavy-Duty Construction

Our conversion vehicles combine the lasting performance of integral chassis/body construction with heavy-duty components to ensure optimal safety, durability, and longevity.

Prevost uses stainless steel in the body structure. The outer body shell of the X Series uses a combination of stainless steel and fiber composite. The outer body of the H Series is made of fiber composite. All models have aluminum roofs.

All Prevost vehicles provide converters and their customers with an exceptionally sturdy foundation for even the most elaborate conversions.

Micro-Precision Ensures Structural Integrity

Our micro-precision assembly process is a key aspect of the impressive durability of Prevost vehicles. Micro-precision assembly jigs are a compelling demonstration of our innovative approach to ensuring structural integrity. Before and during the welding of each framework component, these assembly jigs are precisely calibrated for perfect positioning and alignment. This pre-assembly procedure ensures that every Prevost coach has maximum resistance to stress, bending, and buckling over the course of its lifetime.

Structure, body and powertrain components are selected for heavy-duty durability in the most demanding weather conditions. Our standards are based on passenger coach service distances of up to 150,000 miles per year, or 1.5 million miles over a decade of continuous service.

**Accured Reliability**

The bumper-to-bumper full coverage of our new bus shell warranty is in par with Prevost’s state-of-the-art design and manufacturing. It is the most comprehensive warranty program in the industry. We handle all OEM warranty processing on behalf of our customers, and no other North American coach builder provides owners with such a solid and clear commitment to dependability and lasting value.

**Paint Durability**

The exclusive Prevost paint process fortifies the vehicle’s exterior with outstanding protection against the damaging effects of sun and weather, dust, grime and road debris. Your bonus is the unmatchable Prevost design touch, giving your exterior a striking look with an unparalleled glass-like finish.

**Ease of Service and Maintenance**

Serviceability is one of our fundamental design criteria. All main chassis and powertrain systems are readily accessible via hinged doors and fenders. Serviceable components are grouped logically and mounted to enable direct, unencumbered access. This kind of thoughtful and through Prevost total-vehicle engineering means that regular maintenance, repairs, and diagnoses of problems are quicker and easier.

“We are very finicky and strict about our level of quality, especially when it comes to welding. It has to be very well done, and we always make sure that no step is forgotten.”

Kurt Bilodeau, team leader – working over 20 years with Prevost

---

"The Prevost Difference" and "The Ultimate Class".
Prevost’s commitment to product safety is a natural extension of our passion for the structural strength and integrity of our vehicles. Prevost is an industry leader in safety innovation and adoption. We believe that safety has two distinct and equally important dimensions:

- Dynamic safety, which comprises systems and features that help Prevost drivers avoid accidents.
- Passive safety, which comprises systems and features that help protect occupants if an accident happens.

**Quick, Sure, Controlled Stops**

Effective braking is perhaps the most important function in accident avoidance. Prevost’s anti-lock braking system is sized and calibrated to provide the safest, shortest stopping distance, regardless of the coach’s speed, and across a wide range of road and weather conditions. The optional Engine Braking System or Transmission Output Retarder adds an additional measure of braking capacity.

**A Helping Hand in Emergencies**

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program (ESP) automatically compares the driver’s intentions with actual vehicle movement hundreds of times per second. ESP continuously monitors wheel speed, steering angle, lateral acceleration and yaw, and then – as needed – can apply individual wheel’s brakes instantaneously to help maintain vehicle control and reduce the risk of rollover. This remarkable safety advance also helps provide significantly improved stability in the event of evasive maneuvers, sudden lane changes, and obstacle avoidance.

To see a video of the Prevost ESP system in action, visit www.youtube.com/PrevostVideos, click on Uploads, then select Prevost Electronic Stability Program in the right-rail scroll box.

**If the vehicle begins to slide in a curve...**

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program applies brakes on appropriate wheels to correct the vehicle’s orientation.

**If the vehicle enters a curve too fast, creating a potential rollover situation...**

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program applies pressure to all brakes and reduces engine throttle to quickly reduce vehicle speed and mitigate the tendency to roll-over.

**Prevost AWARE Adaptive Cruise Braking**

This innovative system is another dynamic safety advancement, providing advance warnings of dangerous situations, and automatically intervening with dynamic inputs to help the driver avoid collisions. It is fully integrated with the ESP system to help mitigate situations that could result in loss of control or vehicle rollover. Prevost AWARE adds a forward-scanning radar that provides information to assist in maintaining a safe following distance to the vehicle in front.

With cruise control on and speed set, Prevost AWARE provides warnings, and active interventions if necessary, including throttle reduction, engine retarder engagement and automatic brake application to help maintain the intended following distance without requiring driver’s actions and while keeping cruise control set.

**If cruise control is not set, the following-distance alert function remains active. It warns the driver if the distance to the vehicle ahead is too close, or the closing rate is too rapid, and an impact is imminent. It gives the driver time to take appropriate action.**

Additional benefits of Prevost AWARE include increased fuel economy because cruise control can be used for longer periods, and it reminds drivers about safe driving practices and habits.

To see a video of the Prevost AWARE Adaptive Cruise Braking system in action, visit www.youtube.com/PrevostVideos, click on Uploads, then select Prevost AWARE System in the right-rail scroll box.

**Safety: Our Commitment to You**

If the vehicle begins to slide in a curve...
The Prevost Fire Detection and Suppression System is the most comprehensive system on the market today. Linear thermal and optical infrared detectors improve passenger safety by protecting the engine compartment and auxiliary heater. The system also provides audible and visual warnings to the driver in case of an incident.

Strong, Durable Construction
The integrated chassis foundation and the Prevost Beam construction provide a holistic structure that is remarkably strong and durable. Not only does this robust architecture contribute to the passive safety qualities of the vehicle, but its inherent torsional rigidity enables levels of handling precision and responsiveness that enhance dynamic safety as well.

Tire Pressure Monitoring
Correct pressure in all tires is a critical part of maintaining optimal vehicle capabilities and fuel economy, and improper inflation is one of the leading contributors to tire failures. Prevost’s Tire Pressure Monitoring System helps ensure correct inflation by providing drivers with continuous real-time measurements of samples both temperature and pressure, and helps detect tire pressure failures that can be missed during visual inspections and can help to prevent tires caused by wheel or brake problems. An easy-to-read, integrated dashboard display makes the system extremely easy to use, the driver can see essential tire information within a minute after engine startup. This is a fully self-contained system that requires no programming or activation tools.

Fire Suppression
The Prevost Fire Detection and Suppression System is the most comprehensive system on the market today. Linear thermal and optical infrared detectors improve passenger safety by protecting the engine compartment and auxiliary heater. The system also provides audible and visual warnings to the driver in case of an incident.

Powerful Lighting
Our high-efficiency, projector-beam headlight system is the most powerful ever offered by Prevost. Special lenses broaden the range of vision from left to right, which means better visibility in rain or fog. Polycarbonate lenses have high resistance to impacts from stones and other road debris, and high-contrast LED direction signals make driver intentions clear, even when the high beams are on. Headlight clusters are hinged for easy bulb replacement and aim adjustment. In fact, no tools are needed to change bulbs, and high and low beams can be adjusted with a single universal screw control. The headlamp cleaning system removes accumulated grime, thus enhancing visibility, safety and peace of mind in adverse weather conditions. Xenon-gas headlights are five times brighter, last up to six times longer, and consume half the energy of traditional halogen lamps.

Safety: continued
Above all, living and working in a Prevost must be comfortable—luxuriously comfortable. That requires meticulous planning and execution of everything that contributes to comfort, like generous space, isolation from exterior noise, optimal light and temperature control, plenty of storage and cargo space, and a strong, level platform. At its core, and once built into a Prevost conversion vehicle—the absolute best features to ensure lasting comfort.

**Built for Your Comfort**

**Space**
Living space and storage/cargo space are major contributors to comfort during extensive traveling or working on the road, and Prevost maximizes space at every opportunity.

Slide-out options increase interior space, and are custom configured; you can add up to four for the largest area available. Prevost slide-outs allow our converters to create imaginative interior designs to suit the needs of every conversion coach market.

Prevost maximizes under-floor space as well, to accommodate conversion equipment, special amenities and general storage. There’s room to carry everything you need.

**Light**
Prevost customized, frameless windows provide a sleek exterior look and abundant natural light that adds to the interior’s expansive feel.

The special privacy glass panels block UV rays and reject 95% more solar heat than laminated glass. This puts less strain on the air conditioning system and increases fuel economy. These panes also reduce discoloration of upholstery and interior trim. Wide frameless windows can be positioned at various locations along the vehicle to accommodate personalized interior design, and they can include electrical sliding or electrical awning partitions with emergency exit capability.

Prevost factory slide-outs are integrated into the vehicle’s frame, and are fully covered by our factory warranty and after-sales support. They add more space, and their integration with the vehicle’s design makes them imperceptible when retracted, and a natural extension of living space when deployed.

**Factory Installed Slide-Outs**

**Strength**
The Prevost Beam is a structural innovation that adds strength, so the vehicle can accommodate more slides without reducing cargo space for customized amenities and storage.

The Prevost fingertip-controlled, Level-Low in-station coach leveling system uses the vehicle’s air pressure to provide a full eight inches of body travel fore and aft, as well as side to side. Parked at your destination, the level indicator makes it quick and easy to level your coach to its lowest level height.

**Versatility**
A Prevost conversion vehicle can be designed to fulfill a variety of purposes—all of which make life or work on the road a more comfortable, pleasant experience. These vehicles are utilized for state-of-the-art conversions including: luxury motorhomes, entertainer tour coaches, limo coaches, mobile command centers for crisis management, corporate coaches for travel and functions, mobile marketing vehicles, and political campaign transportation.
Prevost motorcoaches are widely recognized by professionals for their outstanding vehicle dynamics and excellent drivability—good reasons why drivers love taking them on the road. The vehicles’ directional stability, handling, and quiet, ultra-smooth ride rival the feel of the world’s leading luxury automobiles. The Volvo engine’s quick response with a fully automatic transmission lets drivers maneuver with precision on winding roads, and negotiate tight spots with ease.

Ergonomics for Comfort and Safety

The Prevost-designed cockpit accommodates a driver’s biomechanics for optimal comfort and user-friendliness. Using its multiplexed architecture, Prevost has located frequently used controls—such as cruise control, shifting, engine brake, horn, and electric sun visor—directly on the steering wheel. This quick, easy, fingertip control helps drivers keep their eyes on the road and hands on the wheel to increase safety and driving comfort. A pneumatic steering column and angled steering wheel keep recessed dials readable regardless of wheel position.

Exceptional Handling

Prevost’s independent suspension system includes special stabilizer bars on the front and drive axles. The system, together with the ZF Servocom® integral power steering, gives drivers exceptional directional stability, confidence-stopping road feel, and best-in-class handling precision.

Impressive Performance

The Volvo D13 engine delivers impressive performance with excellent low-end torque. The result is more driver control, great fuel management, excellent drivability, with outstanding fuel economy and very low impact on the environment.

Optimal Control

The Prevost Electronic Stability Program (ESP) electronically compares performance models to actual vehicle movement, ready to provide instant intervention in an emergency maneuver to help a driver maintain control. ESP helps keep the vehicle in proper alignment and reduces any tendency to slide. It also provides improved stability—a safety advantage in high-friction conditions involving curves or sudden steering directional changes.

Fast, Automatic Diagnostics

Prevost’s advanced diagnostic system allows your vehicle to remain operational, even in the unlikely event of a system malfunction. Thoroughly tested and tested, its space-saving, multiplex technology provides fast troubleshooting and self-diagnosis with outstanding reliability.

Gold PASS Roadside Assistance

Gold PASS is a Prevost-exclusive benefit provided at no charge for the first five years of ownership of new Prevost motorhome conversions. It is the industry’s most comprehensive roadside assistance program, providing owners with priority emergency service and response, anywhere and anywhere in the United States and Canada. The Gold PASS Center deploys a sophisticated, automated telecommunications network that quickly directs incoming calls to the nearest authorized facility, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
In a Prevost, You Have Arrived, in Style

**Comfors of Home, Wherever You Go**

Prevost motorhome owners have earned the privilege of having desirable choices, including traveling in comfort, luxury and style on their own schedules. This is a mobile lifestyle that celebrates “the best of everything” the world has to offer. That could mean anything from a leisurely cross-country tour to a marshmallow roast with children and grandchildren at a favorite camp-site. Regardless of the road traveled or the destination, a Prevost motorhome makes it a very special experience.

In a Prevost motorhome you feel like you are at home, wherever the road takes you.

**Sharing the Experiences**

Prevost owners discover they share common interests and lifestyle expectations, so club membership is a natural extension of the Prevost lifestyle. These groups with diverse travel interests actively rally at the most prestigious resorts in North America, and all share the same pride in owning a Prevost motorhome.

Clubs also provide the advantages of pooled resources, including online resources, on such Prevost ownership topics as lifestyle, mechanics and technology, finances, maintenance and servicing— the entire range of subjects essential to full enjoyment of a Prevost coach.

Some clubs are exclusive to Prevost owners, while some are open to anyone interested in the Prevost lifestyle and learning more about the ownership experience. Please visit [http://motorhome.prevostcar.com/lifestyle/clubs](http://motorhome.prevostcar.com/lifestyle/clubs) for more information on clubs, their activities and membership policies.

**Entertainer Tours**

For entertainers on a rigorous tour schedule, a Prevost coach will provide safe, reliable and luxuriously comfortable transportation. They can be configured for groups that travel together, for individuals accompanied by several guests, or for day trips accommodating as many as 25 people.

They can be custom-equipped with electronics and audio visual equipment, providing a mobile studio for work or rehearsal while on the road.

**Mobile Marketing**

For mobile marketing, a Prevost conversion provides a top-quality, high-visibility platform that is both impressive and practical. Features and capabilities can display and reinforce brand messages and corporate image in the most positive light. Uses can include product displays and demonstrations, corporate hospitality and entertainment, and a variety of special events.

**Command and Control**

Specially Prevost conversions are possible for any number of purposes where a mobile nerve center is needed for management of a function or situation. These could include a mobile command center, event management, crisis management, and political campaign tours. On board can be meeting, sleeping and living facilities, computer and communications systems, and any specialized work spaces, technology or equipment needed for the task at hand. A Prevost conversion provides a strong, stable and reliable platform for key functions that are time critical.
The Red Carpet Leads to Prevost

With our Red Carpet Service Policy, the difference is in the details of the experience. Seven Prevost Parts & Service Centers in North America are designed with your needs in mind. Customer lounges offer amenities such as reading areas, televisions, internet connections, refrigeration and more. Prevost properties are fenced, with controlled access for the security of our customers’ coaches. Other conveniences include overnight parking with electrical and water hookups, sanitary dump stations, and laundry facilities.

Our Red Carpet Service Policy guarantees that we will:

• Greet you with a warm welcome and personalized service
• Care for your vehicle as if it were our own
• Ensure parts are on hand for your appointment
• Execute with a “can-do-whatever-it-takes” attitude
• Assign factory-trained technicians with expertise in the latest automotive technology
• Fix your vehicle right the first time
• Make your visit an enjoyable Prevost experience
• Have welcome home amenities at your disposal
• Notify you in a timely manner in case of repair delay
• Address all concerns and ensure your total satisfaction

Unparalleled Service Wherever you Go

The Prevost Parts & Service Network includes seven Prevost Parts & Service Centers throughout North America, more than 120 Prevost trained and certified Service Providers, Parts Customer Service Centers in the US and Canada, Prevost Action Service System for 24/7 live telephone support, and a North American team of Field Service Managers for urgent responses.

Prevost Parts & Service Center personnel are skilled specialists, certified for bumper-to-bumper maintenance and repair for all Prevost vehicles. They’re recognized for their extensive training and job tenure. And they stay informed on the technical advances that will keep your coaches on the road and on schedule.

With the exception of regular maintenance parts, all parts supplied and installed in a Prevost Parts and Service Center carry a one-year warranty.

Prevost offers 24/7 emergency parts ordering and shipping, and 24/7 white parts ordering with a special discount. Prevost parts warehouses use RF barcode technology for quick shipment of parts, and we offer same-day shipping of stock parts anywhere in the United States and Canada for orders received before 2 p.m. Prevost’s exclusive computerized parts catalog provides immediate access to all coach assemblies, subassemblies and components.

A Warranty for Real Peace of Mind

Prevost’s comprehensive warranty and allied Customer Service Policy ensure long-term confidence and peace of mind regarding your investment.

• Every new Prevost conversion vehicle comes with a 24-month, bumper-to-bumper warranty – the most comprehensive in the industry – plus Prevost’s exclusive Gold PASS 24/7 Emergency Roadside Assistance Program to handle all OEM warranty processing.

No other North Americans coach builder provides owners with such a solid and clear commitment to dependability and lasting value. We have the strongest service presence in North America, so you can be sure Prevost is with you every step of the way.

Rest Easy, We’re With You Every Step of the Way
Our commitment to environmental stewardship goes beyond respecting and supporting environmental laws and regulations. We will continue to be an industry leader in reducing waste and pollutants, and maintaining re-use of resources in both our processes and our products.

“We’re eco-conscious and employees are very aware... we’ve experienced tremendous growth and development at Prevost – it’s like a school. We’ve been trained at Prevost. And now we see works of art being produced at the plant.”

Stephane Mercier and Steve Carrier, prep and paint trainers, over 16 and 15 years respectively with Prevost

The Volvo D13 Engine

Prevost specified the Volvo D13 because it meets the requirements of the new, more stringent, heavy-duty diesel EPA emissions standards for 2010 and beyond.

The D13 Volvo engine reduces diesel emissions and improves air quality beyond the 2010 standards, while simultaneously increasing fuel efficiency.

This engine’s advanced Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system is a key contributor to its clean and efficient operation. With our unique vertical installation and rooftop diffuser mount, the SCR and diesel particulate filter systems generate less heat in the engine compartment, further reducing emissions.

This configuration provides easy access and safe maintenance, and protects SCR components against damage from dirt, water and other road debris.

ISO 14001 Leadership

We are focused on continual improvement and refinement of our Environmental Management System and its attendant processes. Since 1998 we have been ISO 14001 certified – the first and still the only North American coach manufacturer to achieve the world-recoignized environmental certification.

We select suppliers and partners who share our passion for environmental care and conscientiousness. Our quest is to minimize the environmental impact of every aspect of our business.